Clock power, skew and maximum latency are three key metrics for clock distribution in low-power and highperformance designs. An H-tree offers minimum clock skew and good robustness against variations, but at the cost of large wirelength and clock power. On the other hand, a "fishbone" clock network with spine-ribs structures has smaller wirelength, latency and clock power, but larger skew, as compared to an H-tree. No previous work enables systematic exploration of the regime between H-tree and spine to achieve an optimal tradeoff among clock power, skew, and latency. In this paper, we study the concept of a generalized H-tree (GH-tree)-a topologically balanced tree with an arbitrary sequence of branching factorsand propose a dynamic programming-based method to determine optimal clock power, skew, and latency, in the space of GHtree solutions. Our method co-optimizes clock tree topology and buffering along branches according to fitted electrical models. We further propose a balanced K-means clustering and a linear programming (LP)-guided buffer placement approach to embed the GH-tree with respect to a given sink placement. We validate our solutions in commercial clock tree synthesis (CTS) tool flows, in a commercial foundry's 28LP technology. The results show up to 30% clock power reduction while achieving similar skew and maximum latency as CTS solutions from recent versions of leading commercial place-and-route tools. Our proposed approach also achieves up to 56% clock power reduction while achieving similar skew and maximum latency as compared to CTS solutions from a state-of-the-art academic tool.
performance of the design, particularly in advanced nodes. Skew is well known to affect datapath area and power, as well as the design schedule needed to achieve timing closure [10] , [26] , [29] , [34] , [36] , [41] . Maximum clock latency is another key metric of the clock distribution network in advanced nodes since skews are magnified by on-chip variation (OCV) deratings [5] .
As reviewed below, there are several methods of clock distribution. Tree-based constructions are still dominant, and remain the default of commercial CTS tools. To reduce skew and increase robustness (e.g., in light of manufacturing variability or reliability mechanisms), mesh and other nontree topologies (e.g., trees + cross-link insertion) have been used. Such nontree methods typically have large overheads in terms of power, area, wirelength and signoff analysis complexity. Thus, clock trees are still of interest and great practical relevance for reasons of cost efficiency, flexibility, and design flow complexity. Increasingly, structured approaches to clock tree design are seen in practice, since these offer benefits of predictability in the resource-versus-skew tradeoff, particularly in the upper levels of clock trees.
As a special case of structured clock trees, the highly regular, recursive H-tree embedding of a complete binary tree [4] offers minimum skew, but at the cost of larger wirelength and potentially larger clock power and latency. "Fishbone" clock tree topologies (e.g., [2] ) with spines and ribs can be more cost-efficient in terms of latency, wirelength, area, and clock power-but incur varying propagation delays (that is, of the clock signal to branching points along a given spine) which cause skew. To explore the tradeoff among skew, latency, and (clock power and clock buffer area) cost, this paper proposes the concept of a generalized H-tree (GH-tree), which is a balanced tree topology with arbitrary branching factor at each level. (Like the H-tree, the GH-tree is a multilevel topology; like the fishbone, it can have branching factor greater than two.) Fig. 1 shows a GH-tree with depth P = 8 and branching factors (4, 2, 2, 2, 4, 2, 2, 2) at levels p = 1, 2, . . . , 8. In the example, we assume there are 1024 (= 4 · 2 · 2 · 2 · 4 · 2 · 2 · 2) nodes (sinks) uniformly placed in the region. If the root of the tree is at the region center, each root-to-leaf path will contain horizontal segments of lengths [(3·W)/4], (W/8), [(3·W)/32], and (W/64), in that order. The lengths of the successive vertical segments in each root-leaf path are (H/2), (H/4), (H/8), and (H/ 16) . We note that in our proposed GH-tree, we do not necessarily insert a buffer at each branching point. Further, we allow buffering that is internal to a given branch, that is, at any location along wiring of that given branch. Fig. 1 . Eight-level GH-tree with branching pattern (4, 2, 2, 2, 4, 2, 2, 2).
In this paper, we study potential benefits of the GH-tree for low-power, low-skew, and low-latency clock distribution. We propose a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm that efficiently finds an optimal 1 GH-tree with minimum clock power for given latency and skew targets. This optimization uses calibrated clock buffer library and interconnect timing and power models, and co-optimizes the clock tree topology along with the buffering along branches. Furthermore, we also propose a clustering and linear programming (LP)based heuristic to embed the GH-tree with respect to a given placement of clock sinks. Finally, our embedding of the GHtree is blockage-aware. In a 28LP testbed with multicorner timing constraints, our embedded GH-tree solutions provide significant clock power benefits (iso-skew and -latency) in comparison to commercial CTS solutions from the place-androute (P&R) tools of two leading EDA vendors as well as a state-of-the-art academic CTS tool. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
1) We propose the concept of a GH-tree, which is a balanced tree topology that can have an arbitrary sequence of branching factors. 2) We propose a DP-based method to co-optimize clock tree topology and buffering to achieve an optimal GHtree solution with respect to the tradeoffs among skew, latency, and clock power. 3) We propose a balanced K-means clustering and LPbased buffer placement to embed our GH-tree solution with respect to any given sink placement. 4) We validate our GH-tree optimization based on sink placements from a leading commercial P&R tool, which include testcases with high floorplan aspect ratio and existence of blockages. 5) Our methodology and optimizations can easily be integrated with commercial P&R tools. Our experimental results in a foundry 28LP technology with multicorner testcases show up to 30% clock power reductions compared to current CTS tool solutions from two leading EDA vendors and up to 56% clock power reduction compared to a state-of-the-art academic solution [39] .
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION In this section, we first review previous works on clock distribution, categorizing them as: 1) nontree methods and 1 We note that our claim of an optimal clock tree solution is in the regime of GH-tree solutions (i.e., the continuum between H-tree and spine). We do not claim that our optimal GH-tree is a globally optimal clock tree solution.
2) tree-based methods. We then provide a motivating analysis of the GH-tree solution space.
A. Nontree Methods
Mesh topologies are commonly understood to provide robustness and small skew. Many works, such as [14] , [15] , [30] , and [31] , propose clock mesh designs for high-performance circuits that require robust clock networks. To reduce the cost (e.g., wirelength and power), hybrid clock distribution methods integrating both mesh and tree topologies have been proposed [29] , [36] . Several works [12] , [17] , [26] , [32] propose to insert cross-links for minimization of clock skew, based on an initial clock tree solution, with small power overhead. Rajaram and Pan [26] proposed an algorithm to recursively merge subtrees with backward slew propagation. Ewetz and Koh [12] proposed systematic cross-link insertion methods to improve the robustness of a clock tree while minimizing its overheads. They proposed a vertex reduction method to reduce the amount of redundancy in their nontree structures. Although nontree methods reduce clock skew and enhance robustness of clock networks, their intrinsic redundancy incurs additional cost (e.g., wirelength, power, and effort of verification) as compared to tree-based methods. Furthermore, nontree clock distribution topologies such as meshes lack flexibility and tunability; this can block, e.g., useful skew optimizations.
Dolev et al. [11] proposed a hexagonal grid-based clock topology, consisting of a hexagonal grid with intermediate nodes that control the clock signals in the grid and supply the clock signals to nearby functional units. Abdelhadi et al. [1] proposed an algorithm to construct a variation-tolerant hybrid clock network based on a combination of nonuniform meshes and unbuffered trees. Their method selectively reduces clock skew variations on critical timing paths. Zhou et al. [42] proposed an algorithm to determine tapping points for local buffers that drive a clock mesh with nonuniform load distribution in a tree-driven grid clock network. Their algorithm first calculates load for each node, then clusters the nodes. Tapping points are determined for each cluster based on the minimum and maximum latencies.
Recently, Kim and Kim [39] have proposed a synthesis algorithm for clock spine networks that effectively optimizes the tradeoff between clock resource and variation tolerance. The key idea of their algorithm is to treat the clock spine allocation and placement problem as a slicing floorplan optimization problem. Clock tree solutions from the CTS algorithm of [39] are compared to our GH-tree solutions in Section IV.
B. Tree-Based Methods
Due to their cost efficiency, clock tree-based methods have been commonly used for clock distribution in low-power designs. Early works [6] , [9] , [19] , [38] propose clock tree constructions based on linear or Elmore delay models to minimize wirelength for a given skew target. However, delay and power impacts of buffers are ignored in these works. Approaches in [8] , [13] , [20] , [23] , [27] , [28] , [40] , and [41] comprehend buffering impact and co-optimize clock tree construction (i.e., tree topology) with buffering. Vittal and Marek-Sadowska [41] gave an early algorithm that co-optimizes tree topology and buffer insertion. Mehta et al. [23] proposed a clustering algorithm to obtain approximately load-balanced clusters and construct clock trees so as to minimize skew. These previous approaches typically construct the clock tree in a bottom-up way with a greedy algorithm, and do not explore the skew versus cost tradeoff. Furthermore, few works adapt their tree construction approaches to, and validate their solution quality with, commercial P&R tools and realistic design blocks. Other works [5] , [16] are ECO-based incremental optimizations based on an initial clock tree solution generated by commercial P&R tools. The objective functions of these works differ from ours. Chan et al. [5] minimized skew at the toplevel, whereas Han et al. [16] minimized skew variation across corners.
C. Motivating Analysis
To motivate our main studies below, we briefly illustrate the tradeoffs among clock tree wirelength, global skew and maximum clock latency seen across GH-tree topologies with various branching patterns. Before doing so, we summarize in Table I the terminology and notation used in the remaining discussion.
Given layout region area W × H, we analyze the wirelength of a GH-tree with branching pattern (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , . . . , b P ). We assume the following.
1) At any level, the region area is uniformly split into sink regions (i.e., regions that contain downstream sinks) according to the branching factor. 2) The root of a sink region is located at the center of the sink region. 3) Branching factor b p at any level p is always an even number. 4) The GH-tree always starts with a horizontal segment at the top level. Based on these assumptions, the wirelength of a horizontal (vertical) wire segment w p (h p ) at level p is calculated as 2
The total wirelength is calculated as
Assuming a linear wire delay model and ignoring buffering, we derive the maximum and minimum (linear-delay) clock latency from clock source to any sink as
2 Note that (p + 1)/2 in (1) is always an integer since we create horizontal segments (w p ) and vertical segments (h p ) in alternation, and always start with a horizontal segment from the top. Thus, all horizontal segments are created when p is an odd number. The maximum global skew ω is then defined as the difference between t max and t min Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively, shows skew-wirelength and latency-wirelength tradeoffs in GH-trees with various branching patterns. We calculate skew and latency based on a linear delay model 3 according to (3) and (5) . The figures also show the Pareto frontier of nondominated points of each tradeoff. Fig. 2 (c) and (d), respectively, shows skew-power and latencypower tradeoffs of buffered GH-trees with various branching patterns, as reported by a commercial static timing analysis tool with foundry 28LP technology and library models. The Pareto frontier of each tradeoff is shown as the black curve. We observe from the figures that different branching patterns lead to wide-ranging skew-power and/or latency-power tradeoffs. In this paper, we explore branching patterns via DP to optimize tradeoffs among skew, latency and power. Fig. 2 (c) shows that with the same branching pattern [e.g., (10, 4, 2, 12) ], different buffering solutions can lead to more than 20% skew difference with similar clock power. We therefore perform co-optimization of tree topology (i.e., branching pattern) and buffering to minimize clock power, skew, and latency.
III. OUR APPROACH
We now describe our problem formulation and our approach. Based on the motivating examples shown in Fig. 2 , we construct GH-trees to explore the tradeoff among skew, latency and clock power. Our construction comprehends the delay and power impact of buffer insertion, sink placement, and multiple constraints (e.g., maximum transition time and maximum load capacitance). More specifically, we address the following GH-tree construction problem.
Given: A placement solution (i.e., a layout region W × H and placement of sinks), number of sink regions N such that each region contains <40 sinks (see Footnote 4 below), timing library of clock buffers (.lib), maximum clock skew constraint , maximum clock latency constraint T, maximum transition time constraint (i.e., at both sinks and clock buffer input pins), and maximum load capacitance constraint C.
Perform: GH-tree construction with co-optimization of the clock tree topology (i.e., branching patterns) and buffering to minimize clock power, subject to the given constraints. Fig. 3 shows our overall GH-tree construction flow. An instance consists of a post-placement layout, the number of sink regions, and constraints, along with precharacterized technology-and library-specific lookup tables (LUTs) containing power and delay information of candidate buffering solutions (i.e., segment length and buffer sizes). We perform the GH-tree construction primarily through two main steps.
1) According to the total sink capacitance and layout region area and aspect ratio, we first formulate a DP problem to co-optimize branching pattern and buffering. 2) We then perform balanced K-means clustering and formulate an integer LP (ILP) problem to determine clock buffer placement (i.e., to embed our generalized GH-tree structure into the given sink placement). We note that the key step is the first step (i.e., DP-based co-optimization of clock topology and buffering) that systematically explores the continuum between H-tree and spine to achieve an optimal tradeoff among clock power, skew, and latency (within this regime). Last, we realize our GH-tree solution in a commercial P&R tool and report metrics (e.g., skew, latency, power, etc.) to assess solution quality.
Although our approach systematically optimizes the tradeoff among clock power, latency, and skew in the GH-tree regime, our method has two limitations that we highlight. First, we do not co-optimize tree topology and buffering together with sink placement, due to large runtime complexity. Second, our approach does not consider clock gating cells in a clock tree. Therefore, an improved resolution of the "chicken-and-egg" loop between: 1) placement of roots of sink regions and 2) toplevel tree topology optimization, as well as consideration of clock gating cells during the optimization, remain as open research directions.
A. LUT Characterization
We characterize LUTs based on simulations using Synopsys PrimeTime [48] as inputs for our DP-based optimization. These LUTs contain power, input capacitance, slew propagation, and delay information of buffered and unbuffered wire segments. We use four types of buffers (X50, X67, X100, and X134 from the 28LP libraries). In this technology, the gate area of a X134 buffer is ∼7× the gate area of a minimumsize (X2) buffer. We also use "ganged buffers" (i.e., two, four, or six X134 buffers with shorted inputs and shorted outputs) to achieve higher driving strengths. We create wire segments of lengths 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 μm. 4 Along these wire segments, we enumerate all possible buffering solutions with the minimum granularity of 15 μm (i.e., the minimum distance between two buffers is 15 μm). The granularity of LUTs (e.g., number of buffer candidates and minimum wire segment length) will determine the tradeoff between optimization runtime and solution quality. In this paper, we empirically select the granularity of our LUTs to achieve improved solution quality compared to two commercial tools, while using comparable runtime. For example, with a 45-μm segment length, a minimum buffering distance of 15 μm and seven buffer sizes, there are 8 3 (i.e., no buffer or exactly one of the seven buffer sizes, at each of the three buffering locations) distinct buffering solutions. Note that our LUTs include unbuffered solutions, i.e., pure-wire solutions. We consider both single-width, single-spacing (1W1S) and double-width, double-spacing [2W2S-which we understand to be the common nondefault routing rule (NDR) for clock distribution] wire segments in our characterization. We vary the input slew from 5 to 60 ps in steps of 5 ps and we vary output load from 1 to 150 fF in steps of 1 fF from 1 to 5 fF, and in steps of 5 fF from 5 to 150 fF. For each three-tuple of (distance, input slew, and output load) we obtain the buffering solution (including input capacitance) and the output slew. From the large number of possible solutions, we prune solutions as follows. For each (distance, input capacitance, output slew, and output load) four-tuple, we select three delay values at the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of the delay range, and then select the minimum-power solution for each of these three delay values. Fig. 4 shows an example of our pruning on LUTs, in which we select minimum-power solutions with different output load values. Red (resp. blue) dots are the buffering solutions with output load = 75 fF (resp. 35 fF). Cross (x) points are the selected buffering solutions.
In practice, we have found that this pruning reduces the number of buffering solutions by ∼94% at the cost of only ∼5% solution quality (i.e., in terms of skew or latency) loss.
B. DP-Based Co-Optimization of Clock Topology and Buffering
Based on the characterized LUTs, we determine the optimal branching pattern along with the buffering solution for GHtree using DP. Other inputs to our optimization are layout region, placement of sinks, the number of sink regions, and the maximum skew and maximum latency constraints. A sink region typically contains < 40 sinks in our optimization. Our objective is to minimize the clock power while satisfying the given maximum skew and maximum latency constraints. As discussed, in this step, we assume that the sink regions are 4 We use LUTs based on multiple short wire segments to estimate the delay and slew propagation of a long wire segment. Since we match the output load, input capacitance as well as output and input slew values of two consecutive short segments to form a long segment, the estimation error is negligible. The small estimation error comes from discreteness of capacitance and slew values. induced from a uniform placement of sinks, and that branching points are always located at the center of the corresponding sink region. We understand that the sink regions are typically not uniform for a real placement solution. However, due to high runtime complexity, it is practically infeasible for our current approach to consider sink placement during our DPbased optimization. We therefore assume uniform sink regions during our DP-based GH-tree construction. We then embed our DP-based solution (without solution quality degradation) into the given (real) sink placement based on sink clustering and branching point displacement. We formulate our DP in a high-dimensional solution space with seven dimensions (i.e., with respect to seven essential parameters of a clock tree optimization) and construct our GH-tree in a bottom-up way. The seven dimensions are {clock tree depth (P), region area [width (w) and height (h)], number of sink regions (n), maximum and minimum clock latencies (t max and t min ), and input capacitance (i.e., the load capacitance seen from the root)}.
Algorithm 1 describes our optimization procedure; see also the illustration in Fig. 5 . We first construct GH-trees for the base case, that is, trees with depth = 1 over all different region areas (i.e., w × h) and numbers of sink regions (i.e., n) (line 1). As an example, Fig. 5 shows the solutions at level p (i.e., subtree with depth = 1) with different region areas [i.e., 5 × 5 (red), 10 × 10 (green), and 15 × 15 (purple)]. Procedure build_base_trees(w, h, n, ∅) constructs GH-trees with depths of one (i.e., spines with different buffering solutions) within a w×h region and with a branching factor of b p . Following [37] , we use the term spine to denote one horizontal or vertical wire segment in the clock tree. Note that at the bottom level, b p = n. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , we optimize the buffering solution along the spine based on characterized LUTs. Optimization of each tree segment along the spine generates a minimum-power Pareto surface in the high-dimensional space indexed by the LUT input parameters (e.g., maximum and minimum latencies, and input capacitance). The optimization eventually results in multiple subtree solutions. We store these subtree solutions in a set R indexed by tree depths, region area, number of sink regions, maximum and minimum clock latencies, and input capacitance. In other words, R is a set of subtree solutions along with their depth, region area, number of sink regions, clock latency, input capacitance, and power information corresponding to the minimum-power Pareto surface.
Next, we recursively search for the optimal (i.e., minimumpower) GH-tree solutions with depth P > 1, region area w × h, and number of sink regions n. We increase P by one per iteration during the optimization, until P = P max (lines 2-20). The maximum depth P max for a given N is estimated based on the conventional H-tree (which has branching factor of two for all levels), i.e., P max = log 2 N . For each depth P, we perform buffering optimization along the tree segments at the topmost level, based on the stored subtree solutions at depth (P−1). In other words, we use existing solutions (i.e., subtree solutions from R) and add one more (topmost) level with optimized buffering to construct a new tree with depth increased by one. Fig. 5 illustrates how our optimizer constructs solutions at level (p − 1) (i.e., subtrees with depth = 2) based on the solutions at level p (i.e., subtrees with depth = 1). In this example, solutions for region area 20 × 5 (resp. 40 × 10) at level (p − 1) are constructed based on four instantiated solutions for region area 5 × 5 (resp. 10 × 10) at level p.
For each (P, w, h, n) tuple, we construct our optimization solutions based on the set of all stored subtrees (r l ) (from R) that satisfy
where P l is the depth of r l ; w×h is the dimension of the layout region; w l × h l is the dimension of a sink region (i.e., layout region for subtree r l ); b t is the branching factor at the topmost level of the current tree; and n l is the number of sink regions of r l . Lines 3 and 4, and 5, respectively, enumerate possible dimensions and numbers of sink regions for subtree solutions. In line 6 of Algorithm 1, we find all subtree solutions, which we have optimized in previous iterations, with branching factor b t such that 2 ≤ b t ≤ n/2. Procedure build_tree(w, h, n, r l ) then builds trees r with depth = P, using copies of the collected subtrees r l ∈ R [which have depth = (P − 1)] as its lower-level subtrees (line 8).
In other words, we build the tree segment with optimized buffering at the topmost level, and at each sink of the topmost segment, we use (i.e., instantiate) the same subtree r l to build lower levels of the tree r. To reduce the runtime complexity, our current approach assumes that at any level, the subtrees are identical. As shown in Section IV below, this Algorithm 1 DP-Based GH-Tree Construction
n is an even number 2: for P := 2 to P max do 3:
for w := 0 to W do 4:
for h := 0 to H do 5:
for n := 2 to (N · w · h)/(W · H) do 6:
R ← retrieve_subtrees(P l , w l , h l , n l ) 7:
for all (r l ) ∈ R do 8:
r ← build_tree(w, h, n, r l ) 9:
r ← retrieve_tree(R, P, w, h, n, r.t max , r.t min ) 10:
if r = null then 11: does not preclude strong final solution quality. Among all the constructed trees with depth = P and the same maximum and minimum latency, we select the solution with minimum power and add it to the solution set R (lines 7-16). Procedure retrieve_tree(R, P, w, h, n, r.t max , r.t min ) in line 9 retrieves a previously stored solution r from the set R that satisfies the conditions depth = P, width = w, height = h, and number of sink regions = n, and has maximum and minimum latencies equal to specified t max and t min , where t is clock latency. Finally, we select the solution with minimum power that satisfies the maximum skew constraint ( ) and the maximum latency constraint (T) from set R with number of sinks N and region area W × H (lines [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
We note that the slews are propagated from top to bottom in a tree. However, our optimization performs bottom-to-top GHtree construction. We propagate slew bottom-up to accurately capture the slew degradation and avoid maximum transition violations. We first assume several slew values (e.g., 25, 30, 35, and 40 ps) at the root of each sink region. For each of the assumed slew values, we propagate slew bottom-up, based on LUTs (note that our LUTs contain output and input slews for each buffering and/or wiring solution). During the DP-based optimization, we only select solutions which ensure that slew values throughout the slew propagation are always within the range of [5, 60 ps], where 60 ps is the maximum slew constraint in our experiments, and 5 ps is the minimum achievable slew in practice in our experiments. We also note that buffer locations are determined by the selected LUT solution with bottom-up slew propagation. Thus, buffers are not necessarily inserted in all branching points.
The runtime complexity of proposed algorithm is O(
where w int , h int and γ int are, respectively, the minimum distance and timing intervals for discretization of the original continuous solution space to formulate the DP; γ max is the specified maximum clock latency constraint. We set w int , h int < 5 μm, and γ int = 1 ps in our experiments. To reduce the runtime, we apply the following pruning techniques.
1) Pruning With Number of Leaf Regions: For a given subregion of size w × h we prune solutions with number of leaf regions greater than [(N · w · h)/(W · H)].
2) Pruning With Skew/Latency Constraints:
We prune solutions that have skew larger than the maximum skew constraint or maximum latency larger than the latency upper bound.
3) Pruning With Maximum Fanout Constraint:
We prune solutions that have branching factor larger than the maximum fanout constraint. 5 Fig. 6 shows DP-based optimization runtime with the number of sink regions ranging from 200 to 4000, where each sink region contains ∼25 flops. The maximum skew constraint used in the experiment is 30 ps. Results show that with pruning, the DP-based optimization can optimize a design with more than 4K sink regions (or 100K flops) within 6 h. Assuming that the flop count to total instance count ratio is typically 10%-25%, our approach can optimize a design with 1M instances within 6 h. Our studies show that runtime and memory usage increase significantly if we do not apply the proposed pruning techniques, due to the large number of intermediate solutions (such that we are not able to optimize beyond a design with 1K sink regions due to excessive memory usage). Moreover, we observe same solution quality between the runs with and without pruning.
C. Embedding of GH-Tree Into Sink Placement
The clock tree topology and buffering solution from our DP-based optimization assumes a uniform sink (region) distribution (whereby branching points are at the centers of regions). However, given a (realistic) nonuniform sink (flip-flop) placement, we must cluster flip-flops with balanced load across different clusters to avoid skew and latency increase. In other words, we should assign clusters of flip-flops to sinks of the GH-tree, based on the actual sink flip-flop placement. To adapt our optimized GH-tree to the given sink (i.e., flip-flop) placement, we perform a balanced K-means clustering of sinks and adapt buffer placements based on the clustering solution. 6 We note that our approach is different from conventional topdown clock tree construction methods (e.g., Planar-DME [19] ), in that: 1) we embed an optimized clock tree topology with buffering solutions to a layout region with given sink placements and 2) we balance load capacitance among sink regions. By maintaining the distances between consecutive branching points and buffers at each clock level as well as balancing the load capacitance among sink regions, we preserve the solution quality (i.e., skew and latency) of the GH-tree solution obtained by the DP-based optimization. Furthermore, we understand that the optimal GH-tree topology and buffering solution can vary across different sink placements. With this in mind, we keep the best M solutions from our DP-based optimization and select the minimum-power solution for the given (actual) sink placement as our final solution. Based on our preliminary experiments, we empirically use M = 5 to generate the results reported below, where increasing M beyond 5 will not improve the solution quality significantly.
The remainder of this section describes two mathematical programs (ILPs) that perform sink clustering (i.e., to assign flip-flops to sinks of the constructed GH-tree) and place buffers of our GH-tree (one example is shown in Fig. 7) . The two ILPs, respectively, act at global and local clustering, as we describe below. We perform the clustering and branching point placement top-down, level-by-level. Our clustering optimization balances the load capacitance across different clusters (each cluster is assigned to a sink of our GH-tree) to minimize the discrepancy between our DP solution (which assumes a uniform sink placement) and the final solution (with the given actual sink placement). Note that this implies that we must consider wire capacitance at the bottom-most level, where the routing is achieved by a commercial P&R tool. 7 However, any constructive approach to this wire capacitance estimation is inaccurate and can dramatically increase runtime complexity during top-level optimization where each 6 Conventional K-means CTS [10] cannot be applied to our problem as it does not comprehend the load capacitance balancing criterion. 7 branching point can have many sink flip-flops. We therefore divide the GH-tree into global and local clustering, based on the total number of downstream sinks (i.e., flip-flops), and only consider wire capacitance during local clustering.
Algorithm 2 describes our clustering procedure. For each level p, we iteratively apply either global or local clustering followed by LP-based branching point and clock buffer placement. Starting from level 1 (the topmost level) of the tree, we cluster sinks based on initial locations of the branching points [i.e., the light blue dots in Fig. 7(top-left) , which are at the centers of uniform sink regions] of the DP-based GH-tree solution (Algorithm 1). The number of global clusters is the same as the number of branching points. For an example in Fig. 7 , since p = 1 and b 1 = 4, our ILP will generate four global clusters that have similar load capacitance. We then formulate an LP to determine the exact branching point locations as well as buffer locations in each global cluster. When the number of sinks in each cluster is smaller than a threshold value (i.e., |S|/|U| < Q th ), we apply our ILP-based local clustering, and refine the branching point locations in each local cluster using our LP. Note that the "K" in the K-means clustering is determined by the number of branching points in the GH-tree.
1) ILP Formulation for Global Clustering: We precalculate distance d k,i between the branching point of cluster u k and the sink s i within the bounding box of the region that will be clustered. The initial locations of branching points are assumed to be at the centers of uniformly sized regions corresponding to the branching factor. The blue dots in Fig. 7(top-left) show an example of initial branching point locations when the branching factor b 1 = 4 minimize:
We define d i as the distance between the sink s i and the branching point of the cluster that includes the sink s i ; d max denotes the maximum distance among the distances d i ; and α is a weighting factor. 8 Our objective is to minimize the sum of all distances d i and weighted d max . Constraint (7) ensures that each sink can only belong to exactly one cluster. In constraints (8) and (9), we obtain d i for each sink and d max , respectively. Constraint (10) ensures that the total pin capacitance of each cluster satisfies specified lower and upper bounds. The lower and upper bound capacitances are determined by C pin , which is estimated as the total pin capacitance covered by the current region divided by the number of clusters, along with the margin . Since the capacitance cannot be always balanced between clusters, we add margin to ensure that there is a feasible solution of the ILP.
2) ILP Formulation for Local Clustering: Although the ILP for global clustering finds a balanced pin capacitance solution over all sink regions, it ignores wire capacitance. Therefore, we formulate a second ILP and apply it to local clusters that have smaller regions minimize: (7) and (8) .
The objective of this second ILP is to minimize the sum of all distances d i , of which the definition is the same as above, plus the weighted sum of half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL) of all clusters' bounding boxes. We use HPWL and the number of sinks within a cluster to model the wire capacitance of the sink region. In constraints (11)- (14) , we obtain the lower-left and upper-right corner locations of each cluster's bounding box. λ is a large positive integer. Constraints (15) and (16) ensure that total (i.e., pin and wire) capacitance of each cluster satisfy given lower and upper bounds. ζ and β are, respectively, coefficients for the number of sinks and the cluster's bounding box HPWL in our linear wire capacitance estimation model. 9 3) LP Formulation for Branching Point Location: Based on the two ILPs described above, we obtain the clustering solution at a given clock level. However, the initial assumption of branching locations to be at the center of a region may cause large skew if the sinks within a cluster are placed nonuniformly. To address this issue, we formulate a LP to place each branching point close to the weighted center of each cluster, as follows:
Here, x b k and y b k denote the x-/y-coordinates of the kth branching point, and x w k and y w k denote the x-/y-coordinates of the weighted center of the kth cluster. 10 The objective is to minimize the sum of the maximum x-and y-distances between any branching point and its corresponding weighted center. Constraint (17) ensures a fixed distance d b between any two consecutive branching points. In constraints (18) and (19), variables x k and y k , respectively, denote the x-distance and ydistance between the branching point and the weighted center of the kth cluster. We then obtain the sum of the maximum xand y-distances from constraints (20) and (21) .
4) Placement Blockage:
We further show a simple extension of our LP formulation to an ILP formulation to comprehend blockage-aware buffer placement. In this extension, we adjust buffer placement to address the existence of blockages. A caveat is that this method may not work well for designs with a large number of blockages and/or a complex floorplan, since our DP-based tree topology and buffering solutions are not aware of blockages. We assume that there are O rectangular blockages. The index of a blockage is denoted by q. Each blockage is defined by its lower-left corner (x ll q , y ll q ) and upperright corner (x ur q , y ur q ). When there are placement blockages in the floorplan, we define the following constraints: 
Here, (x f j , y f j ) is the location of the jth buffer at a given clock level. ψ {llx,lly,urx,ury} j,q are binary indicator variables which indicate whether the jth buffer is located outside the corresponding boundaries of the blockages. The last inequality in (22) defines the constraint that at least one of the indicator variables must be true. Satisfying this constraint implies that the jth buffer is not in the bounding box of the qth blockage. Note that with the constraints (22) , the problem becomes an ILP.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
We conduct our experiments in a commercial foundry's 28-nm LP technology, with a dual-Vt, 12-track standardcell library. The input placement solutions (including clock sink placements) are generated using Cadence Innovus [43] . Our optimization flow is implemented using C++ and Tcl scripts. We use CPLEX v12.6 [44] as both ILP solver and LP solver, along with OpenMP [47] to enable multithreaded execution. We execute all our experiments by using up to 40 threads on a 2.6-GHz Intel Xeon E5-2690 server. We construct reference clock tree solutions using the latest releases available to us of two leading-edge commercial P&R tools (i.e., Tool1 and Tool2) as well as a state-of-the-art academic tool [39] , and report attributes of solutions from these tools along with those of our GH-tree solutions. 11 We evaluate our optimizer using four designs, namely JPEG from OpenCores [46] , and B19, VGA, and LEON3MP from the ISPD-2012 contest [24] . We use the real design (JPEG) and the testcases from the ISPD-2012 contest (B19, VGA, and LEON3MP) since they contain datapaths (in contrast to testcases from the ISPD-2010 contest, which do not contain datapath information), thus enabling comparison versus commercial tools. We synthesize these testcases using Synopsys Design Compiler H-2013.03-SP3 [50] . Table II summarizes the instance count, number of clock sinks, placement utilization, and timing constraints for our testcases. To study the impact of maximum skew and latency constraints on power, we run our optimizer with different maximum skew and latency constraints and collect discrete solution points showing skew-power and latency-power tradeoff. We obtain reference clock solutions with multicorner multimode (MCMM) optimization; we define our mode and corner settings in Table III . We also apply late and early deratings of 1.1 and 0.9 to model OCV effects. We use Synopsys HSPICE G-2012.06-SP1 [49] to perform timing and power analysis. 11 The tool flows used in this paper are based on latest versions of leading commercial EDA tools available through the respective vendors' university programs. More specific identification of tools and vendors is not permitted by the vendors. Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively, compare skew and clock power, and maximum latency and clock power, of GH-tree solutions to those from the two commercial tools and one academic flow [39] . Table IV compares #buffers, buffer area, max (insertion) delay across corners, and wirelength among clock tree solutions as well as optimization runtime. All flows use the same sink placement solution as input. We apply the same setups [i.e., clock buffer cells (X50, X67, X100, X134, and ganged buffers), BEOL layers (M3 and M4), maximum transition constraints (60 ps)] to our GH-tree construction and to both commercial and academic tool flows. We sweep the maximum skew and maximum latency constraints on the four designs for the GH-tree constructions. Blue curves in the figures are skew-power and latency-power Pareto curves of our GH-tree solutions. 12 1) Overall Analysis: Our results show that our GH-tree solutions achieve significant clock power reduction with similar or reduced skew and latency values as compared to the solutions from both commercial and academic tools. We also include the conventional "strict" H-tree solution as a comparison. Note that we use the same methodology to determine the buffer locations and sizes in strict H-tree and GH-tree constructions. In other words, it is unnecessary to add a buffer at each branching point. For example, we achieve power reductions of 30% on B19 and 20% on LEON3MP in Table IV compared to commercial tools' results. Moreover, we observe that due to the symmetric topology of our GH-tree, our GHtree solution is typically more robust against skew variation across different corners as compared to the clock trees from other tools. As an example, skew of the clock tree solution from Tool2 increases by 137% on design VGA_blockage between two corners; by contrast, our solutions generally have similar skew values across corners. Fig. 10 illustrates our GH-tree solution on design VGA. The conventional strict Htree achieves the minimum clock skew but at the cost of larger power, buffer area and wirelength. As an example, for LEON3MP, H-tree has depth P = 12, but GH-tree has P = 10 [i.e., branching factor = (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2)]. The shallower depth of GH-tree significantly reduces the number of buffers and wirelength. We also validate our GHtree optimization on design VGA with high floorplan aspect ratio and existence of placement blockages (shown in Fig. 11) , where we observe similar clock power and latency, but larger skew, compared to the case without blockage and high floorplan aspect ratio. Compared to the results of [39] , our GH-tree achieves much smaller power (i.e., up to 55% on B19) and skew, but at the cost of larger maximum latency.
A. Comparison With Trees From State-of-the-Art CTS
2) Power Analysis: We also observe that our GH-tree solutions have smaller number of buffers and clock wirelength as compared to solutions from commercial and academic tools. Fig. 12 further shows a histogram of clock buffer power (i.e., sum of internal, leakage, and dynamic power) values of our GH-tree versus corresponding values from a commercial tool's solution. We observe that our DP-based optimization, which can select its buffering solution "optimally" based on the characterized LUTs, achieves smaller buffer power values for most of the clock buffers. In other words, our GH-tree optimization is able to achieve optimized load capacitance of buffers as well as slew propagation for reduced clock power. The power information from our LUTs enables power-awareness in our DP-based GH-tree construction.
3) Runtime Analysis: Results in Table IV show that although the naive worst-case time complexity of our (DP-and ILP-based) optimization is high (see the nested for loops in Fig. 9 . Power and maximum latency comparisons among GH-tree, Tool1, Tool2, and [39] for four testcases. Algorithm 1), the pruning techniques and empirically selected granularity of our LUTs (e.g., 15 μm for distance, 5 ps for slew, and 5 fF for capacitance) make the runtime of our optimization comparable to those of commercial tools. The large runtime of design LEON3MP mainly comes from bottom-level tree construction (∼40 min) and ECO routing according to our GH-tree solution using OpenAccess [45] (∼15 min). The actual GH-tree construction runtime (i.e., DP + ILP runtime) for design LEON3MP is only ∼25 min. We understand that such runtime is very acceptable in light of the potential clock power benefits from our approach. 4) Robustness Analysis: We further perform Monte Carlo simulation on our GH-tree solution and those from commercial tools, and compare the resultant variation in clock skew and power. Fig. 13 shows that our GH-tree solution exhibits relatively smaller variation in clock skew (i.e., ∼35 ps) compared to commercial tools' solutions (i.e., ∼40 ps). Furthermore, all of Tool1, Tool2, and GH-tree solutions have small power variation. 
B. Impact of NDR
We now summarize observed impacts of nondefault rules (NDRs) on clock tree solution quality. We generate GH-trees with various NDR options: 1) 1W1S only; 2) 2W2S only; and 3) the combination of 1W1S and 2W2S. We set the maximum skew constraint to 200 ps and compare Pareto curves of the latency versus clock power tradeoffs. Fig. 14 shows the comparison for the JPEG testcase at 28LP technology. Due to better slew propagation, solutions with 2W2S have fewer clock buffers as compared to the 1W1S solutions (i.e., the average numbers of clock buffers are, respectively, 83 and 111 in 2W2S-and 1W1S-only solutions). Further, solutions that permit either 1W1S or 2W2S at each level (of clock subnets) are able to achieve a better tradeoff between latency and power.
C. Study of "Skew Budgeting" Across Clock Levels
How to optimally budget skew across clock tree levels has been an open problem for over two decades. Interestingly, our [39] , TOOL1 AND TOOL2 VERSUS OUR GH-TREES. TECHNOLOGY: 28LP DP approach may provide new insights into how to budget skew for minimum clock power. To study the skew budgeting across clock levels, we run our optimizer multiple times with target skews from 5 to 40 ps in steps of 5ps on testcase VGA. In each run, we find the minimum-power GH-tree solution that satisfies the given target skew. Fig. 15 shows the normalized skew at each clock level of the minimum-power GH-tree solutions across different target skews. When the skew constraint is tight (i.e., ≤15 ps), most of the skew occurs in the bottom levels (i.e., levels 5-7) of the clock tree. However, when the skew constraint is relaxed (i.e., ≥20 ps), most of the skew occurs in the top levels (i.e., levels 1 and 2) of the clock tree. We show the normalized clock power for each target skew at the top of each bar in Fig. 15 . For example, minimum-power GH-tree solution for target skew 30 ps consumes 74% power of minimum-power GH-tree solution for target skew 5 ps. To achieve ∼26% clock power reduction by changing target skew from 5 to 30 ps, the clock tree must have ∼80% of the skew Fig. 14. GH-tree optimization with various NDR options. Fig. 15 . Skew budgeting, normalized clock power, and the number of levels (depth) of the clock tree for different target skews. According to our optimal DP solutions, nearly 80% of skew occurs in the bottom levels of the tree when the target skew is ≤15 ps, but this shifts to the top levels of the tree when the target skew is ≥20 ps. in levels 1 and 2. We emphasize that, as noted above, in our GH-tree a level does not necessarily imply the insertion of a buffer. In other words, a higher number of levels does not necessarily result in larger latency. Rather, we observe from our GH-tree solutions (which are on Pareto frontiers with respect to tradeoffs among skew, latency, and clock power) that skew and latency are typically correlated with each other.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we propose the concept of a GH-tree, which is a balanced tree topology with an arbitrary sequence of branching factors at each level. Our DP-based method provides an optimal GH-tree that has minimum clock power for a given skew and maximum latency targets. Our DP solutions are constructed using clock buffers (with ganging) along with interconnect timing and power models from a 28LP foundry design enablement; we co-optimize the clock tree topology along with the buffering along branches. We furthermore propose a clustering-and LP-based heuristic to embed the GH-tree with respect to the given placement of clock sinks. We validate our solutions in commercial P&R tool flows in a 28LP foundry technology. The results show up to 30% clock power reduction while achieving similar skew and latency as CTS solutions from recent versions of leading commercial P&R tools. Our proposed approach also achieves up to 56% clock power reduction compared to a state-of-the-art academic tool [39] . Compared to strict H-tree, our results achieve better tradeoffs such that power is significantly reduced at the cost of small skew increase. Our ongoing and future work includes the following. 1) Co-optimization of sink placement and clock tree construction. 2) Budgeting of skew and latency across levels.
3) Application of useful skew in GH-tree. 4) Application of GH-tree construction in hierarchical designs (that require hierarchical CTS). 5) Co-optimization of datapath placement and GH-tree construction. 6) Clock gate-and logic cells-aware GH-tree construction. 7) Blockage-aware DP-based clock tree topology and buffering.
